
 

 

 

GALACTIC SHAMANISM 
ART OF THE ANCIENTS, KEY TO TOMORROW 

OF EARTH # 1 
TEST OF COMPLETION  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Now that you have taken the first class in the Galactic Shamanism Series, you can choose to 

take this test for completion.  Send the filled out word doc to touchin@findyourpathhome.com. 

Once a passing grade has been determined by a Path Home Certified Shamanic Instructor, you 

will be sent a certificate of completion for Class 1: The Medicine Wheel. Certificates of 

completion for online classes enables you to apply the class to Path Home Shamanic Arts 

School’s advanced studies, workshops, retreats and practitioner trainings. 

LESSON #1: THE MEDICINE WHEEL: 
PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT THROUGH EARTH CONNECTION 

TEST OF COMPLETION 
 

1) What is the purpose of ancient power structures, such as Stonehenge, the pyramids, 

sacred mounds, medicine wheels 

2) What is a torus 

3) What creates the electromagnetic field of the human body 

4) What does the electromagnetic field of the human body have in common with that of 

the Earth 
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5) Why is it important and desirable to have the human electromagnetic field in alignment 

with that of the earth 

6) What is embodiment 

7) Why is embodiment important 

8) What was the original purpose of ceremony 

9) Why is self-mastery important in shamanism 

10) What is the purpose of building an altar, a medicine wheel, or casting a circle 

11) List the seven directions used in constructing a medicine wheel 

12) List the colors used to represent each direction 

13) Are these colors the only proper ones 

14) What are the options to represent the center of the medicine wheel 

15) Where can a medicine wheel be built 

16) How large must a medicine wheel be 

17) Why is sage used for clearing 

18) What makes sage work  

19) What is the importance of intent  

20) What are we intending when we clear objects used in ceremony 

21) Why are we mindful of the use of words 

22) What direction do we move when setting the medicine wheel (clockwise or counter-

clockwise) 

23) What is the importance of using a compass for setting the medicine wheel 

24) What is the importance of journaling 



25) What is the bottom line  

26) Why is it important to set clear intent and bottom line when working with the medicine 

wheel 

27) What are the five laws of ethical shamanic practice?  

28) Give an example of violation of each of the five Laws of Ethical Shamanic Practice 

29) How do we activate the medicine wheel 

30) Once aligned with the earth through the Medicine Wheel Ceremony, how do we 

incorporate heavenly energies 

31) What is the importance of gratitude 

32) How do we give gratitude 

33) What are auspicious times to perform the medicine wheel and why 

 

Further Studies 

I sincerely hope you greatly benefit from these teachings, and that they support you and your 

loved ones during these times of rapid change.  

The Galactic Shamanism: Art of the Ancients, Key to tomorrow: Of Earth series has six lessons. 

The information builds upon itself, so it is important to take them in order.  

OF EARTH 

Class 1: The Medicine Wheel  

Class 2: Lower World Shamanic Journey 



Class 3: Sanctuary: Creating Sacred Space 

Class 4: Power Animals: The Shamanic Art of Shape Shifting 

Class 5: Elementals & Faery Folk 

Class 6: Omenology  

To be followed by: 

Galactic Shamanism: Art of the Ancients, Key to tomorrow:  

OF STARS 

Lesson 7: Upper World Shamanic Journey 

Lesson 8: Spirit Guides and Angels: Connecting with Your Higher Self & Galactic Beings 

Lesson 9: Life Purpose 

Lesson 10: The Art of Shamanic Ceremony 

Lesson 11: The Dance of Shamanic Power (Chakras and Cauldrons of the Soul) 

Lesson 12: Manifestation  

We will continue to produce and offer more classes in these series. 

In addition, we will be offering a children’s series of classes: Children of Tomorrow: Galactic 

Gate Keepers. 

More classes will continually become available on www.findyourpathhome.com, 

so visit us often! 

http://www.findyourpathhome.com/


 


